President's Special Envoy and Churchill Confer on War Aid

BRITISH REGARD
DEFENSE SPEECH
AS NAZI DEFEAT

Referendum in 36 Languages
England Prepared for Decision Test.

London, March 11—A new World War may be in the offing to K. Ariel Bond, the British Prime Minister, and Mr. Aristotle Onassis, the Greek shipping magnate, today agreed on a new approach to the British-American relationship. The two leaders, meeting in a secret session in London, decided to launch a new joint effort to bring about a peaceful solution to the conflict in Europe. They agreed to work towards a referendum in 36 languages in order to gain the support of all nations.

BRITISH TROOPS
SENT TO SALONIKA
AND KEY POINTS

Britain, Germany Blast Each Other in Spring Prologue.

Contracts of More Than Twelve Billion Dollars
Were Entered Into Before Feb. 1st. 5,000 Firms Work on Orders.

Washington, March 11—The United States and Great Britain have entered into contracts of more than twelve billion dollars before February 1st. At least five thousand firms are working on defense orders in the United States alone.

U.S. Mobilization Gains
Momentum as Aid Policy
Enters Its Active Phase

The government announced, de- 

March 11, that the United States was providing an additional $1 billion in defense aid to Britain. A total of $2 billion has been provided to Britain since the beginning of the war.

SHIP AND STORAGE
AREAS OF ENGLAND
RAIDED BY NAZIS

(Caused from Page One)

The raids continued with the same intensity as before. Although the German forces have been successful in the immediate past, they have suffered heavy losses. The British have been able to recapture some territory.
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If he's the rugged type . . .
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The masculine tendancy in current rug patterns — and that quality is right now — is found in every style of rug. See it here on display — at
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